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  PC Mag ,2001-11-27 PCMag.com is a leading authority
on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews
of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better
buying decisions and get more from technology.
  How to Build a Home or Office Web Server Stuart
Gregory,
  Hands-On Design Patterns with Java Dr. Edward
Lavieri,2019-04-27 Understand Gang of Four,
architectural, functional, and reactive design patterns and
how to implement them on modern Java platforms, such as
Java 12 and beyond Key FeaturesLearn OOP, functional,
and reactive patterns for creating readable and
maintainable codeExplore architectural patterns and
practices for building scalable and reliable
applicationsTackle all kinds of performance-related issues
and streamline development using design patternsBook
Description Java design patterns are reusable and proven
solutions to software design problems. This book covers
over 60 battle-tested design patterns used by developers to
create functional, reusable, and flexible software. Hands-
On Design Patterns with Java starts with an introduction to
the Unified Modeling Language (UML), and delves into
class and object diagrams with the help of detailed
examples. You'll study concepts and approaches to object-
oriented programming (OOP) and OOP design patterns to
build robust applications. As you advance, you'll explore
the categories of GOF design patterns, such as behavioral,
creational, and structural, that help you improve code
readability and enable large-scale reuse of software. You’ll
also discover how to work effectively with microservices
and serverless architectures by using cloud design
patterns, each of which is thoroughly explained and
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accompanied by real-world programming solutions. By the
end of the book, you’ll be able to speed up your software
development process using the right design patterns, and
you’ll be comfortable working on scalable and maintainable
projects of any size. What you will learnUnderstand the
significance of design patterns for software
engineeringVisualize software design with UML
diagramsStrengthen your understanding of OOP to create
reusable software systemsDiscover GOF design patterns to
develop scalable applicationsExamine programming
challenges and the design patterns that solve themExplore
architectural patterns for microservices and cloud
developmentWho this book is for If you are a developer
who wants to learn how to write clear, concise, and
effective code for building production-ready applications,
this book is for you. Familiarity with the fundamentals of
Java is assumed.
  Photoshop CS4 Christophe Boucourt,2009
  Python for Offensive PenTest Hussam
Khrais,2018-04-26 Your one-stop guide to using Python,
creating your own hacking tools, and making the most out
of resources available for this programming language Key
Features Comprehensive information on building a web
application penetration testing framework using Python
Master web application penetration testing using the multi-
paradigm programming language Python Detect
vulnerabilities in a system or application by writing your
own Python scripts Book Description Python is an easy-to-
learn and cross-platform programming language that has
unlimited third-party libraries. Plenty of open source
hacking tools are written in Python, which can be easily
integrated within your script. This book is packed with
step-by-step instructions and working examples to make
you a skilled penetration tester. It is divided into clear bite-
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sized chunks, so you can learn at your own pace and focus
on the areas of most interest to you. This book will teach
you how to code a reverse shell and build an anonymous
shell. You will also learn how to hack passwords and
perform a privilege escalation on Windows with practical
examples. You will set up your own virtual hacking
environment in VirtualBox, which will help you run
multiple operating systems for your testing environment.
By the end of this book, you will have learned how to code
your own scripts and mastered ethical hacking from
scratch. What you will learn Code your own reverse shell
(TCP and HTTP) Create your own anonymous shell by
interacting with Twitter, Google Forms, and SourceForge
Replicate Metasploit features and build an advanced shell
Hack passwords using multiple techniques (API hooking,
keyloggers, and clipboard hijacking) Exfiltrate data from
your target Add encryption (AES, RSA, and XOR) to your
shell to learn how cryptography is being abused by
malware Discover privilege escalation on Windows with
practical examples Countermeasures against most attacks
Who this book is for This book is for ethical hackers;
penetration testers; students preparing for OSCP, OSCE,
GPEN, GXPN, and CEH; information security professionals;
cybersecurity consultants; system and network security
administrators; and programmers who are keen on
learning all about penetration testing.
  PC Magazine ,2001-11
  Context-Aware Systems and Applications, and Nature
of Computation and Communication Phan Cong Vinh,Abdur
Rakib,2021-01-12 This book constitutes the refereed post-
conference proceedings of the International Conferences
ICCASA and ICTCC 2020, held in November 2020 in Thai
Nguyen, Vietnam. The 27 revised full papers presented
were carefully selected from 68 submissions. The papers of
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ICCASA cover a wide spectrum in the area of context-
aware-systems. CAS is characterized by its self- facets such
as self-organization, self-configuration, self-healing, self-
optimization, self-protection used to dynamically control
computing and networking functions. The papers of ICTCC
cover formal methods for self-adaptive systems and discuss
natural approaches and techniques for computation and
communication.
  Test Drive Blender John M. Blain,2016-12-19 This book
will introduce you to the controls and steer you towards
understanding what Blender can do. With this program you
can create 3D models of objects and characters. The
objects and characters can be placed in scenes. The scenes
are captured by camera and rendered into digital images.
The objects and characters can be animated and then,
again, captured by camera and rendered to video files.
Video files can then be compiled into movies. This book will
show you how to make the Blender program go through
some of its paces and give you an insight into this fantastic
world. You will be shown the controls and given operation
instructions allowing you to activate a variety of features.
  MicroStrategy Quick Start Guide Fernando Carlos
Rivero Esqueda,2018-09-28 Build reporting applications
and dashboards using the different MicroStrategy objects
Key FeaturesLearn the fundamentals of MicroStrategyUse
MicroStrategy to get actionable insights from your
business dataCreate visualizations and build intuitive
dashboards and reportsBook Description MicroStrategy is
an enterprise business intelligence application. It turns
data into reports for making and executing key
organization decisions. This book shows you how to
implement Business Intelligence (BI) with MicroStrategy. It
takes you from setting up and configuring MicroStrategy to
security and administration. The book starts by detailing
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the different components of the MicroStrategy platform,
and the key concepts of Metadata and Project Source. You
will then install and configure MicroStrategy and lay down
the foundations for building MicroStrategy BI solutions. By
learning about objects and different object types, you will
develop a strong understanding of the MicroStrategy
Schema and Public Objects. With these MicroStrategy
objects, you will enhance and scale your BI and Analytics
solutions. Finally, you will learn about the administration,
security, and monitoring of your BI solution. What you will
learnSet up the MicroStrategy Intelligence Server and
client toolsCreate a MicroStrategy metadata repository and
your first ProjectExplore the main MicroStrategy object
types and their dependencies Create, manipulate, and
share ReportsCreate and share DashboardsManage Users
and GroupsWho this book is for This book is for Business
Intelligence professionals or data analysts who want to get
started with Microstrategy. Some basic understanding of
BI and data analysis will be required to get the most from
this book.
  Mastering Elastic Stack Yuvraj Gupta,Ravi Kumar
Gupta,2017-02-28 Get the most out of the Elastic Stack for
various complex analytics using this comprehensive and
practical guide About This Book Your one-stop solution to
perform advanced analytics with Elasticsearch, Logstash,
and Kibana Learn how to make better sense of your data by
searching, analyzing, and logging data in a systematic way
This highly practical guide takes you through an advanced
implementation on the ELK stack in your enterprise
environment Who This Book Is For This book cater to
developers using the Elastic stack in their day-to-day work
who are familiar with the basics of Elasticsearch, Logstash,
and Kibana, and now want to become an expert at using
the Elastic stack for data analytics. What You Will Learn
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Build a pipeline with help of Logstash and Beats to
visualize Elasticsearch data in Kibana Use Beats to ship
any type of data to the Elastic stack Understand
Elasticsearch APIs, modules, and other advanced concepts
Explore Logstash and it's plugins Discover how to utilize
the new Kibana UI for advanced analytics See how to work
with the Elastic Stack using other advanced configurations
Customize the Elastic Stack and plugin development for
each of the component Work with the Elastic Stack in a
production environment Explore the various components of
X-Pack in detail. In Detail Even structured data is useless if
it can't help you to take strategic decisions and improve
existing system. If you love to play with data, or your job
requires you to process custom log formats, design a
scalable analysis system, and manage logs to do real-time
data analysis, this book is your one-stop solution. By
combining the massively popular Elasticsearch, Logstash,
Beats, and Kibana, elastic.co has advanced the end-to-end
stack that delivers actionable insights in real time from
almost any type of structured or unstructured data source.
If your job requires you to process custom log formats,
design a scalable analysis system, explore a variety of data,
and manage logs, this book is your one-stop solution. You
will learn how to create real-time dashboards and how to
manage the life cycle of logs in detail through real-life
scenarios. This book brushes up your basic knowledge on
implementing the Elastic Stack and then dives deeper into
complex and advanced implementations of the Elastic
Stack. We'll help you to solve data analytics challenges
using the Elastic Stack and provide practical steps on
centralized logging and real-time analytics with the Elastic
Stack in production. You will get to grip with advanced
techniques for log analysis and visualization. Newly
announced features such as Beats and X-Pack are also
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covered in detail with examples. Toward the end, you will
see how to use the Elastic stack for real-world case studies
and we'll show you some best practices and
troubleshooting techniques for the Elastic Stack. Style and
approach This practical guide shows you how to perform
advanced analytics with the Elastic stack through real-
world use cases. It includes common and some not so
common scenarios to use the Elastic stack for data
analysis.
  Hands-On GPU Programming with Python and CUDA
Dr. Brian Tuomanen,2018-11-27 Build real-world
applications with Python 2.7, CUDA 9, and CUDA 10. We
suggest the use of Python 2.7 over Python 3.x, since Python
2.7 has stable support across all the libraries we use in this
book. Key FeaturesExpand your background in GPU
programming—PyCUDA, scikit-cuda, and NsightEffectively
use CUDA libraries such as cuBLAS, cuFFT, and
cuSolverApply GPU programming to modern data science
applicationsBook Description Hands-On GPU Programming
with Python and CUDA hits the ground running: you’ll start
by learning how to apply Amdahl’s Law, use a code profiler
to identify bottlenecks in your Python code, and set up an
appropriate GPU programming environment. You’ll then
see how to “query” the GPU’s features and copy arrays of
data to and from the GPU’s own memory. As you make
your way through the book, you’ll launch code directly onto
the GPU and write full blown GPU kernels and device
functions in CUDA C. You’ll get to grips with profiling GPU
code effectively and fully test and debug your code using
Nsight IDE. Next, you’ll explore some of the more well-
known NVIDIA libraries, such as cuFFT and cuBLAS. With
a solid background in place, you will now apply your new-
found knowledge to develop your very own GPU-based
deep neural network from scratch. You’ll then explore
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advanced topics, such as warp shuffling, dynamic
parallelism, and PTX assembly. In the final chapter, you’ll
see some topics and applications related to GPU
programming that you may wish to pursue, including AI,
graphics, and blockchain. By the end of this book, you will
be able to apply GPU programming to problems related to
data science and high-performance computing. What you
will learnLaunch GPU code directly from PythonWrite
effective and efficient GPU kernels and device
functionsUse libraries such as cuFFT, cuBLAS, and
cuSolverDebug and profile your code with Nsight and
Visual ProfilerApply GPU programming to datascience
problemsBuild a GPU-based deep neuralnetwork from
scratchExplore advanced GPU hardware features, such as
warp shufflingWho this book is for Hands-On GPU
Programming with Python and CUDA is for developers and
data scientists who want to learn the basics of effective
GPU programming to improve performance using Python
code. You should have an understanding of first-year
college or university-level engineering mathematics and
physics, and have some experience with Python as well as
in any C-based programming language such as C, C++, Go,
or Java.
  CompTIA IT Fundamentals Study Guide Quentin
Docter,2015-12-02 NOTE: The exam this book covered,
CompTIA IT Fundamentals (Exam FCO-U51), was retired
by CompTIA in 2019 and is no longer offered. For coverage
of the current exam CompTIA IT Fundamentals+: Exam
FCO-U61, please look for the latest edition of this guide:
CompTIA IT Fundamentals+ Study Guide: Exam FCO-U61
(9781119513124). Information Technology is not just about
what applications you can use; it is about the systems you
can support. The CompTIA IT Fundamentals certification is
an introduction to the skills required to become a
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successful systems support professional, progressing onto
more advanced certifications and career success. The
Sybex CompTIA IT Fundamentals Study Guide covers 100%
of the exam objectives in clear and concise language and
provides you authoritatively with all you need to know to
succeed in the exam. Along with gaining preventative
maintenance skills, you will also develop the tools to
complete troubleshooting and fault resolution and resolve
common issues experienced by the majority of computer
systems. The exam focuses on the essential IT skills and
knowledge needed to perform tasks commonly performed
by advanced end-users and entry-level IT professionals
alike, including: Identifying and explaining computer
components Setting up a workstation, including conducting
software installations Establishing network connectivity
Identifying compatibility issues and identifying and
preventing security risks Managing the safety and
preventative maintenance of computers Practical
examples, exam highlights and review questions provide
real-world applications and uses. The book includes
Sybex's interactive online learning environment and test
bank with an assessment test, chapter tests, flashcards,
and a practice exam. Our study tools can help you prepare
for taking the exam???and increase your chances of
passing the exam the first time!
  HYDROLOGY Narayan Changder,2024-02-20 Explore
the science of water with Hydrology: MCQs for
Understanding Water Systems. This comprehensive guide
offers a curated selection of multiple-choice questions
(MCQs) covering essential concepts, processes, and
phenomena in hydrology. Whether you're a student,
researcher, or water resource professional, this resource
provides a structured approach to comprehending the
movement, distribution, and quality of water on Earth's
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surface and underground. Engage with interactive quizzes,
explore detailed explanations, and gain insights into
hydrological cycles, watershed dynamics, hydrological
modeling, and water management practices. Elevate your
understanding of hydrology and contribute to sustainable
water resource management with Hydrology: MCQs for
Understanding Water Systems.
  Scala Machine Learning Projects Md. Rezaul
Karim,2018-01-31 Powerful smart applications using deep
learning algorithms to dominate numerical computing,
deep learning, and functional programming. Key Features
Explore machine learning techniques with prominent open
source Scala libraries such as Spark ML, H2O, MXNet,
Zeppelin, and DeepLearning4j Solve real-world machine
learning problems by delving complex numerical
computing with Scala functional programming in a scalable
and faster way Cover all key aspects such as collection,
storing, processing, analyzing, and evaluation required to
build and deploy machine models on computing clusters
using Scala Play framework. Book Description Machine
learning has had a huge impact on academia and industry
by turning data into actionable information. Scala has seen
a steady rise in adoption over the past few years, especially
in the fields of data science and analytics. This book is for
data scientists, data engineers, and deep learning
enthusiasts who have a background in complex numerical
computing and want to know more hands-on machine
learning application development. If you're well versed in
machine learning concepts and want to expand your
knowledge by delving into the practical implementation of
these concepts using the power of Scala, then this book is
what you need! Through 11 end-to-end projects, you will be
acquainted with popular machine learning libraries such as
Spark ML, H2O, DeepLearning4j, and MXNet. At the end,
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you will be able to use numerical computing and functional
programming to carry out complex numerical tasks to
develop, build, and deploy research or commercial projects
in a production-ready environment. What you will learn
Apply advanced regression techniques to boost the
performance of predictive models Use different
classification algorithms for business analytics Generate
trading strategies for Bitcoin and stock trading using
ensemble techniques Train Deep Neural Networks (DNN)
using H2O and Spark ML Utilize NLP to build scalable
machine learning models Learn how to apply
reinforcement learning algorithms such as Q-learning for
developing ML application Learn how to use autoencoders
to develop a fraud detection application Implement LSTM
and CNN models using DeepLearning4j and MXNet Who
this book is for If you want to leverage the power of both
Scala and Spark to make sense of Big Data, then this book
is for you. If you are well versed with machine learning
concepts and wants to expand your knowledge by delving
into the practical implementation using the power of Scala,
then this book is what you need! Strong understanding of
Scala Programming language is recommended. Basic
familiarity with machine Learning techniques will be more
helpful.
  QlikView: Advanced Data Visualization Miguel Ángel
García,Barry Harmsen,Stephen Redmond,Karl
Pover,2018-12-27 Build powerful data analytics
applications with this business intelligence tool and
overcome all your business challenges Key FeaturesMaster
time-saving techniques and make your QlikView
development more efficientPerform geographical analysis
and sentiment analysis in your QlikView
applicationsExplore advanced QlikView techniques, tips,
and tricks to deliver complex business requirementsBook
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Description QlikView is one of the most flexible and
powerful business intelligence platforms around, and if you
want to transform data into insights, it is one of the best
options you have at hand. Use this Learning Path, to
explore the many features of QlikView to realize the
potential of your data and present it as impactful and
engaging visualizations. Each chapter in this Learning Path
starts with an understanding of a business requirement
and its associated data model and then helps you create
insightful analysis and data visualizations around it. You
will look at problems that you might encounter while
visualizing complex data insights using QlikView, and learn
how to troubleshoot these and other not-so-common errors.
This Learning Path contains real-world examples from a
variety of business domains, such as sales, finance,
marketing, and human resources. With all the knowledge
that you gain from this Learning Path, you will have all the
experience you need to implement your next QlikView
project like a pro. This Learning Path includes content
from the following Packt products: QlikView for Developers
by Miguel Ángel García, Barry HarmsenMastering
QlikView by Stephen RedmondMastering QlikView Data
Visualization by Karl PoverWhat you will learnDeliver
common business requirements using advanced
techniquesLoad data from disparate sources to build
associative data modelsUnderstand when to apply more
advanced data visualizationUtilize the built-in aggregation
functions for complex calculationsBuild a data architecture
that supports scalable QlikView deploymentsTroubleshoot
common data visualization errors in QlikViewProtect your
QlikView applications and dataWho this book is for This
Learning Path is designed for developers who want to go
beyond their technical knowledge of QlikView and
understand how to create analysis and data visualizations
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that solve real business needs. To grasp the concepts
explained in this Learning Path, you should have a basic
understanding of the common QlikView functions and some
hands-on experience with the tool.
  Global Cyber Security Labor Shortage and
International Business Risk Christiansen, Bryan,Piekarz,
Agnieszka,2018-10-05 Global events involving
cybersecurity breaches have highlighted the ever-growing
dependence on interconnected online systems in
international business. The increasing societal dependence
on information technology has pushed cybersecurity to the
forefront as one of the most urgent challenges facing the
global community today. Poor cybersecurity is the primary
reason hackers are able to penetrate safeguards in
business computers and other networks, and the growing
global skills gap in cybersecurity simply exacerbates the
problem. Global Cyber Security Labor Shortage and
International Business Risk provides emerging research
exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of
protecting computer systems against online threats as well
as transformative business models to ensure sustainability
and longevity. Featuring coverage on a broad range of
topics such as cybercrime, technology security training,
and labor market understanding, this book is ideally
designed for professionals, managers, IT consultants,
programmers, academicians, and students seeking current
research on cyber security’s influence on business,
education, and social networks.
  Exploring Computer Science Class 3 Sayan
Banerjee,Swati Goel,Goyal Brothers Prakashan,2020-04-01
Goyal Brothers Prakashan
  Test-Driven Java Development, Second Edition
Viktor Farcic,Alex Garcia,2018-03-23 This book will teach
the concepts of test driven development in Java so you can
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build clean, maintainable and robust code Key Features
Explore the most popular TDD tools and frameworks and
become more proficient in building applications Create
applications with better code design, fewer bugs, and
higher test coverage, enabling you to get them to market
quickly Implement test-driven programming methods into
your development workflows Book Description Test-driven
development (TDD) is a development approach that relies
on a test-first procedure that emphasizes writing a test
before writing the necessary code, and then refactoring the
code to optimize it.The value of performing TDD with Java,
one of the longest established programming languages, is
to improve the productivity of programmers and the
maintainability and performance of code, and develop a
deeper understanding of the language and how to employ
it effectively. Starting with the basics of TDD and
understanding why its adoption is beneficial, this book will
take you from the first steps of TDD with Java until you are
confident enough to embrace the practice in your day-to-
day routine.You'll be guided through setting up tools,
frameworks, and the environment you need, and we will
dive right into hands-on exercises with the goal of
mastering one practice, tool, or framework at a time. You'll
learn about the Red-Green-Refactor procedure, how to
write unit tests, and how to use them as executable
documentation.With this book, you'll also discover how to
design simple and easily maintainable code, work with
mocks, utilize behavior-driven development, refactor old
legacy code, and release a half-finished feature to
production with feature toggles.You will finish this book
with a deep understanding of the test-driven development
methodology and the confidence to apply it to application
programming with Java. What you will learn Explore the
tools and frameworks required for effective TDD
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development Perform the Red-Green-Refactor process
efficiently, the pillar around which all other TDD
procedures are based Master effective unit testing in
isolation from the rest of your code Design simple and
easily maintainable code by implementing different
techniques Use mocking frameworks and techniques to
easily write and quickly execute tests Develop an
application to implement behavior-driven development in
conjunction with unit testing Enable and disable features
using feature toggles Who this book is for If you're an
experienced Java developer and want to implement more
effective methods of programming systems and
applications, then this book is for you.
  Tweaking & Hacking Windows 7 ,
  Mobile DevOps Rohin Tak,Jhalak Modi,2018-03-29
Today's world is all about perfection, and there are
hundreds of applications that are released each day out of
which only a few succeed. Making sure that the app looks,
performs, and behaves as expected is one of the biggest
challenge developers face today.

Unveiling the Power of Verbal Artistry: An Emotional
Sojourn through Winrar Windows 7 64bit

In a world inundated with monitors and the cacophony of
fast transmission, the profound energy and mental
resonance of verbal art frequently disappear into obscurity,
eclipsed by the regular onslaught of noise and distractions.
However, situated within the lyrical pages of Winrar
Windows 7 64bit, a fascinating function of fictional
splendor that impulses with raw thoughts, lies an unique
trip waiting to be embarked upon. Published by way of a
virtuoso wordsmith, this mesmerizing opus courses viewers
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on a psychological odyssey, gently revealing the latent
potential and profound affect embedded within the delicate
web of language. Within the heart-wrenching expanse with
this evocative analysis, we can embark upon an
introspective exploration of the book is central themes,
dissect its captivating writing style, and immerse ourselves
in the indelible impact it leaves upon the depths of readers
souls.
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product of
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download - Aug
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downloaded from
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books paperback
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